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Note : All questions cary equal marks.

I Attempt any four parts :

a) Compare Otto, Diesel and Dual cycles far the

I same compression ratio and heat input

tr. same maximum pressure and temperature

b) Discuss the use of LpG as SI Engine fuel.

c) Discuss variables effecting the delay period.

d) Write short notes on diesel knock and its control.

e) Sketch and explain working principle of a typical
thermostat uSed in engine cooling system,

0 Write short notes on Surging and stalling.
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Attempt any two parts :

a) Following data relates to 4 cylinders, 2 stroke

petrol engine. Air/Fuel ratio by weight 16:1. Calorific

value ofthe fuel: 45200 kJlkg, Mechanical efficiency

= 82yo. Air standard efficiency : 52yo,

Relative efEciency :7ff/s,Volumetric efficiency :'l8Yo,

Stroke/bore ratio : 1.25, Suction conditions : I bar,

25oC Speed:2400 rpm, Power at brakes of 72 kW.

Calculate

I Compression ratio.

tr. Brake specific fuel consumPtion

m. Bore and stroke.

b) A single rylinder four stroke diesel englne working on

dual combustion ct'cle has a compression ratio of 15:1.

The engine draws in air at lbar, 27oC andthe maximum

press'ure in the cylinder is limited to 55 bar. Ifthe heat

transfer at constant volume is twice that at constant

pressure, determine

I Constant volume Pressure ratio

tr. Cut offratio

m. Thermal efficiency of the cYcle.

Assume Cr:I.005 k J/kg.K, Cr: 0.718 k Jlkg'K and

T : l-4-

c) Discuss the important qualities of an SI and CI engine

tuel.

d) Explain the construction and working of a root blower

and axial flow compressor with a neat sketch.
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3 Attempt any two Parts :

a) Discuss the general principles of SI engine combustion

b) Explain why simple carburetor cannot meet the various

Cngine requirements.

c) List various Electronic ignition systems in use. Describe

any one of them clearly stating its advantages over the

conventional ignition system.

d) Briefly o9lain the various methods of nrpercharging an

engine.

4 Attempt any two Parts :

a) Sketch some important designs of open combustion

chamber for CI engines.

" b) How are the injection system classified ? Describe them

briefly. Why the air injection system is not used

nowadays ?

c) Explain the stages of combustion in a CI Engine

d) What is meant by Crankcase ventilation ? Explain the

details.
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